This chart provides details on credentialing requirements overall for JJC programs. Additional information is available through the Program Coordinators for the individual programs
(located on the program website)
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FS 175 (EMS
101, 201/209,
215-219)

Paramedic
license

credentialed
by

IDPH and/or NREMT

National
and state

Program
prepares
student to test
for credential

State
credential
required

FS 185/EMS
201/209

EMT license

credentialed
by

IDPH and/or NREMT

National
and state

Program
prepares
student to test
for credential

State
credential
required

EMS 101

First Responder
license

credentialed
by

IDPH

State

Program
prepares
student to test
for credential

State
credential
not
required

Students that
wish to work in
Illinois must
submit their
national license
to obtain a
license in
Illinois. National
license is
reciprocal
Students that
wish to work in
Illinois must
submit their
national license
to obtain an
Illinois
license, National
license is
reciprocal.
Students can
choose to apply
for Illinois
certification, but
it is not required

Listing of state websites in
second table

Listing of state websites in
second table

Listing of state websites in
second table

NU 090
Associate of
Applied
ScienceRadiology
Technology

R.T. (R), ARRT

credentialed
by

American Registry of
Radiologic Technologists
(ARRT)

National
and State

Program
prepares
student to test
for credential

State
credential
required if
working in
Illinois

the National
certification is
reciprocal

Associate of
Applied
ScienceNursing

Registered
Nurse (RN)

credentialed
by

National
Council Licensure Examination
(NCLEX-RN) offered by
National Council of State
Boards of Nursing (NCSBN)

National
and State

Program
prepares
student to test
for credential

State
credential
required

Generally the
NCLEX appliesthere may be
other
requirements to
transfer license

Eligible for state credential
upon completion of the
program (automatic with
paperwork submission to
IEMA) and only needed if
working in IL. Eligible for
national certification exam
upon completion of the
program. Most states require
state certification—some use
national exam. Listing of
state websites in second
table.
If they are already licensed in
Illinois, they usually just have
to complete a form and pay a
fee. I am not aware of any
state that makes them retake
the licensure exam. If they
are attempting to get initially
licensed in another state, it's
similar but then they take
NCLEX in that state.
Compact states can work
without obtaining a license in
another compact state; if you
are licensed in one, you are
licensed in all. Whichever
state is the state the student
decides to test in is
considered their Home state.
At this point, no state
requires the student to test
again in a different state.
They just pay a fee and
become licensed in other
states. Some states require a
transcript to be sent, other
states just require a copy of
their “home state” license.
Each state is different. No
other exam is taken in order
to obtain a licensure in a
second state. Listing of state
websites in second table.

Certificate of
Practical
Nursing

Licensed
Practical Nurse
(LPN)

credentialed
by

National
Council Licensure Examination
(NCLEX-PN) offered by
National Council of State
Boards of Nursing (NCSBN)

National
and State

Program
prepares
student to test
for credential

State
credential
required

Generally the
NCLEX appliesthere may be
other
requirements to
transfer license

CCO- Nurse
Assistant

Certified Nurse
Assistant (CNA)

credentialed
by

Illinois Nurse Aide State
Competency Exam

State

Program
prepares
student to test
for credential

State
credential
required

Varies based on
state
requirements
(see second
table for links to
states)

If they are already licensed in
Illinois, they usually just have
to complete a form and pay a
fee. I am not aware of any
state that makes them retake
the licensure exam. If they
are attempting to get initially
licensed in another state, it's
similar but then they take
NCLEX in that state.
Compact states can work
without obtaining a license in
another compact state; if you
are licensed in one, you are
licensed in all. Whichever
state is the state the student
decides to test in is
considered their Home state.
At this point, no state
requires the student to test
again in a different state.
They just pay a fee and
become licensed in other
states. Some states require a
transcript to be sent, other
states just require a copy of
their “home state” license.
Each state is different. No
other exam is taken in order
to obtain a licensure in a
second state. Listing of state
websites in second table.
Links for IL CNAs to license
in another state provided in
second table. JJC program
meets or exceeds many state
requirements.

